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ABSTRACT
The current status of minority enrollnent in higher

education and specific concerns that aftedt students and the
institution are examined. MinOrity enrollment at different
institutional levels, in different fields of study, and over'

- different periods of time is examined. Findings 'reveal a more complex
pattern of gains and slowdowns than gross statistics. for the last
decade indicate. Hispanics and women continue to increase their share
of the total enrollment, but blacks experience a slackening momentum.
The policy framework created by legislatiOn and litigation on issues
affecting student access is considered, and the-following three
related issues-are examined: the pool` of minority applicants;
designing more equitable adnission procedures; and retaining minority
students throtgh giaduatiOn. Minority groups, especially blacks and
Hispanics, suffer from inadequate secondary school preparation and
counseling and from economic and psychometric barriers. They are
,disproportionately overrepresented in-.:two-year institutions and
.underrepresented in four-year colleges and graduate and professional
schools. Measures of particular applicability to specific minority
group concern must reflect a sensitivity to an institution's own
makeup and institutional role. Such measures require an internal
system of data gathering to. indicate enrollment trends and retention
problems: recruitment ot faculty and Professional staff trained in
teaching or counselingVoorly prepared students and sensitive to
diverse minority group needs; and development of campus services
responsive to the linguistic and cultural traditions of minority
students. A bibliography is appended. (Si)
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In examining the degree of progress made from the mid-'60s to the mid-
70s toward achieving the goals of student aid programspromoting equal
access and equal institutional choice and advancing equal retention and
completionLarry L. Leslie states:

The summary data by race are the most encouraging of Itose presented.
Parity in college access and choice have *early been achieved for all
minority groups taken as a whole. In terms of subgroups, blacks have
made access and choice gains of major proportions, but they continue
to be st :-what under enrolled overall (-1977, p. 3). .

, There have been some fundamental changes since the mid-1970s that
may affect the progress of minorites in higher education access and choice
as documented by Leslie's 1977 Research Report. While student aid has
increased in total dollars. the size of individual awards has not kept up
proportionally with the increase in college costs. Legal challenges to af-
firmative-action admissiooprograms raised concern about theatfive con-
t inuince of such programs. Institutions, undo- pressure to curtail expenses.
increasingly are reluctant to maintain or develop remedial and counseling
programs. Traditionally black colleges becaliTe of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and the case of Adams v. Richardson ire under strong
pressure to increase their white-student enrollment.-

This Research Repot. takes a careful look at the status of minority
access to higher education. After examining the current status of minority
enrollment. specific concerns that affect students and the institution are
reviewed. The author, Jean L. Preer. a writer on educational topip, holds
both a J.B. degree and a Ph.D. in American Civilization from the George
Washington University;, her dissertation was on "Law and Social Policy':

0Desegregation in Pudic Higher Education."

Jonation D. Fife
Director
saw Clearinghouse on nigher Education
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Overview

The U.S. Supreme Court in Brown v. Board of Education set the funda-
mental standard for minority access to higher education: Admission to
publicly supported colleges and universities may not be denied on the
basis of race. Since 1.9.54, legal definitions and educational techniques have
expanded the concept of access: including other minority groups, increas-
ing the role of the federal government and the responsibilities of univer-
sities, and looking beyond admissions to retention and graduation. The
lowering of legal barriers revealed long-standing economic and social
handicaps that continue to limit student choices in pursuing higher ed.,
ucat ion ,

The decade of the 1970s witnessed some notable gains in the enrollment' of black and other minority students. Black undergraduate enrollment,
for example, tripled between 1966 and 1978. But despite increased aware-
ness of minority access issues, problem areas remained. Minority students
continued to be overrepresented in two-year programs and significantly
underrepresented at the graduate level While historically black colleges
enrolled proportionately less of the total black student body, their students
were better able to stay the course to graduation than black students on
white campuses. After some early increases, the rate of growth and pro-
portion of minority enrollment in law and medical schools have leveled
off.

To a remarkable.extent, questions of legal standards and qlucational
policy became intertwined in the 1970s. Affirmative action programs to
increase minority enrollment were launched both in response to the man-
date of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and in recognition of the
educational needs of previously underrepresented ethnic groups. In chal-
lenging voluntay affirmative action programs, the DeFunts and Bakke
cases raised legal questions about the validity of arbitrary quota.; for
minority admissions and educational questions as to the validity of tra-

,ditional testing and admission procedures. The Supreme Court's decision
in Bakke. which disallowed racial quotas but permitted the use of race as
a factor in admissions decisions;was ci iticized by civil rights groups but
was found by government analysts to have had little subsetluent effect. .

Questions of affirmative action in the 1970s overlapped with the con.-
tinuing controversy over desegregation in public higher education. Central
to both ,v-as the underrepresentation of minority students in higher edu,
cation. But desegregation efforts have followed a more tortuous legal
course and have involved a more institutional approach to the underlying
education issues. Early desegregation suits sought the admission of qua!,
ified black students to white institutions and emphasized the inferiority
of separate black colleges. Even after the Brown decision was applied to
higher education, black students continued to enroll at historically black
colleges that offered both a suppollve social environment and a tradition
of training poorly prepared and economically disadvantaged students.

Thesuit brought by the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) Legal Defense Fund, in 1970, of Adams' v. Rich-
ardson sought to compel the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare



.

(HEW) to tkitorce Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 againstsystems
of public higher education whose enrollment pat terns reflected the vestiges
of segregation. Following the intervention- of black educators through the
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education and.through
protracted negotiation, HEW issued criteria in 1977 fooacceptable state
desegregation plans.. These criteria went beyond efforts to recruit minority
students and faettity members and included institutional otitiderations
not characteristic of affirmative action. A number of these echo the rec-
ommendations of educators made solely on the basis of eduL'li onal policy:
the definition of institutional scope and mission, the elitmn non of un-

0
necessary program duplication, the inclusion of minority m mbers in
university governance, and the enhancement of historically black °lieges.

Both affirmative action and desegregation efforts seek new ays by
which to attract, retain, and involve . minority groups at all levels of igher
education systems. Economic hard times and a worsening racial cli ate
threaten to affect both. Legal actions in the 1970s focused attentiorvon the
question of minority access and set more explicit criteria.for gauging
compliance. The success of government officials and educators in devising
and supporting techniques to attract and retain minority students remains
the challenge of the 1980s.

t

i
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AccesirTrends

ft

Defining Access
The concept of minority access'to higher education is multi-faceted. The
definition of access has expanded as efforts to increase minority enrollment
have revealed new problems and complexities. Progress in minority access
is no longer gauged by the total number of minority students registering

e4ch fall, although this remains the yearly benchmark. Educators and
licy makers increasingly are looking beyond the gross indicators of

tends to more detailed breakdowns of data and more subtle shifts in
enrollment patterns. Among these concerns are:

Progress over time. Long-term gains may obscure short-term losses
or periods of stagnation.

Progress relative to other groups. Gaiis made in a period of overall
growth may fail to close proportional gaps in enrollment and gradu-
ation. ,

Progress at different-levels. Overall gains may mask disproportional
enrollment in certain types of institutions or fields of,study.

Since the end of World War IL the general thrust in higher education
has been to increase the proportion of high school graduates going on to
some form of postsecondary training. In 1947, for example, the President's
Commission on Higher Education recommended that the proportion of
high school graduates obtaining at least two years of college education be
increased from onesixth to oriehalf. (U.S. President'sCommission 1947.
vol. I, p. 39). We have met that earlier goal.. Currently about 50 percent
of high school graduates enter some form of postsecondary training., But
expectations have expanded along with enrollment; we now aspire to
universal access for all students who seek- or could benefit from some form
of higher education. .9.

The legal campaign of theiNAACP and, later, the NAACP Legal Defense
rund successfully overcame the legal barriers that limited the educational
opportunities of black students at all levels of public education. The mid-
19608 brought increased federal funding to higher education, in the Higher
Education Act of 1965, and toughened means of federal enforcement against
discriminatory use of those funds in Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

The evolution of the case of Adaths v. Richardson reflected the increasing
scope of the concept of access. When filed in 1970, the suit's focus on higher
education centered on two indicators of vestigal segregation: the small
number of black students enrolled on formerly all-white campuses and the
conWiued distribution of students along racial lines at publicly supported
whin' and black colleges. The amended criteria for state higher education
desegregation plans, issued by the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare in 1977 (U.S. Office for Civil Rights 1978), encompassed a much
broader and deeper concept of access.,,.

Student parity was defined as proportional participation by black
students in higher education measured by high school completion rates,

9
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enrollment according to type of institution and held of study; and
persistence until graduation

Institutional parity was defined not only as increased proportions
of black students at every level, but also as increased proportions of

' black faculty,, staff, and governing board members; more explicit def-
maims of institutional roles; and more equitable distribution of funds
and programs between black and white campuses.

Measuring Access ,,

Data collected on minority enrollment reflect the increasing complexity
of the concept of access. As the major source of higher education-Statistics,
the federal government has been criticized by educational institutions that

. must report minority enrollment data and by minority group leaders who
. challenge the validity of the results (Abramowitz 1976). Critics of data

(rum the Census Bureau challenge the reliability of conclusions based on
'interviews of only 50,000 households, although the bureau provides the
only lung-term itatistics on which to gauge progress (NACBHW 1979a, p.
10). The other major compiler of data. HEW's Offite for Civil Rightt (now
in the Department of Education) also has been criticized. Its early; biennial
surveys lacked continuity, omitted certain ethnic groups, and covered only
lull-time students (NACBHE 1979a, p 10).

In 1976, the Office for Civil Rights instituted major changes to improve
the reliability of its statistical information. The 1976 survey' included, for
the first time, minority group enrollment figures from Alaska and Hawaii
that previously had been excluded because of their ethnic composition
(Coughlin 1978). To minimize the burden on reporting institutions, the
Office for Civil Rights and the National Center for Education Statistics
( NCES) agreed in 1976 to conduct a single fall enrollment survey to satisfy
the requirements of both. Racial and ethnic enrollment statistics and field
of study data are collected on alternate years of the annual fall enrollment
survey (NCES 1979b, p. iii).

Although the data arc less than perfect, they Are constantly improving
and remain the best source of information available to educators and policy
makers now. This report will rely chiefly on data from the Office for Civil
Rights. NCES,, and the Census Bureau to see atterns of progress and
stagnation in minority access. Despite their limlations, they reflect the
mu eased attention to the diversity of minority g uups and to the distri-
bution of minority students at different types of institutions and in different
fields of study.

Progress over time, Using 194 as a watershed year in minority access to
highet education, the data reveal pl-ofound lung-term Changes. In partic-
ular. enrollment of both blacks and Hispanics has increased in absolute
numbers and in proportion to total enrollment. This pattern\was noticeable
especially at the undergraduate level. Although his study documents many
areas of insufficient gain, Lorenzo Morris ackinowledges the gradual, con-

4 Minorstv Access
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sistent progress t . ts toward parity yttil whites in college enryllment.
(Moms 1979, p. 4 From 1966 to 1976, tbeproport ion of college enrollees
%%fit, are black increased from 4.6 percent to 10.7 percent, and the number
of black college students increased more than 275 percent (NOES 1978a.
pp. 120-21). In absolute terms, this represented an increase from 282,000
to 1.062,000: The Census Bureau reported a tripling of black college en-
rollment from 1966 to 1978 (U:S. Bureau of the Census, May 1980, p 2).

Although he noted the acceptance of the concept of universal access
to postsecondary education. Crossland (1971. p. 105) predicted that black
enrollment "probably will not reach, by 1980, the point at which the ratio
of black students to total enrollment equals the ratio of all blacks to the
total population. Other minorities will be even more poorly represent/''
Despite the gains of the 1970s, census and enrollprt statistics confirm
Crossland's prediction Census figures for 1980 show blacks composing
11.7 percent, of the national population and Hispanics 6.4 percent (-80
Census" 1981). These figures, in fact, may be Rowe Enrollment figures for
fa(1 1980 show black students representing 9.2 percent and Hispanic stu-
dents 3.0 percent of total enrollment (FactFile, Fob 9, 1981).

Although not tabulated as accurately until recently, the enrollment of
Hispanic students and all minority students shows similar lung term gains.
The Censiss bureau reports an increase of Hispanic students from 242.000
in 1972 to 377,000 in 1978 (U:S. Bureau of the Census 1979. p. 4). A report
by the National Asumation of College Admission Counselors put total
minority enrollment at 8 percent in 1969, increasing to 13 percent in 1977
(Middleton. Oct 16,1978)

The undeniable magnitudeTul change over the last decade and a half
should not obscure the variation in progress from year to year. All the
data sources report whopping enrollment gains in the 1974 to 1976 period
(Coughlin 1978) followed by much smaller increases and some declines
front 1976 to 1978 (U.S. Office for Civil Rights 1980). For example. black

;enrollment from 1976 to 1978 slowed in comparison twits growth earlier
in the decade. reflecting a general shift to two-year programs and part-
time studies (Mingle 1980. p. 16). The Office for Civil Rights reported black

o undeitraduate enrollment rising 19.6 percent between 1974 to 1976 (com-
pared with a drop of 0.8 percent for whites) but falling 0.6 percent between
1976 .trid 1978 (compared with a 2 I percent drop fur whites) (U.S. Office
for Ci wil Rights 1980). Similarly, Hispanic undergraduate enrollment ruse
21.8 percent between 1974 and 1976, but only 12 percent between 1976
and 1978. Gains for total undergraduate enrollment in the two periods
were 23 percent and 1.2 percent, respectively.

"'regress relative to other groups. A static picture of enrollmeftt in 1978
shows that the proportion of blacks. Hispanics, and all minority students
,combined is concentrikted at the bottom of the higher education hierarchy.
At each of these levels'; however, the changes in enrollment between 1976
and 1978 varied markedly among ethnic groups. Most significant, Hispanic
gains remained high, exceeding black gains (12.9 percent versus 19 per-

1 1
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1,

1978 (OCR data)

O

Black litoponk
Total ,

Minority
Percentage of total undergraduate en. 10 4 40 172
rollment
Percentage of total tArosear enroll-
ment

109 6.5 20 8

Percentage of total four-year enroll-
megt

8 S 26 13.5

Percentage of total graduate enroll.
meet

5.8 2.3 10 4

Percentage of total first professional
enrollment

4 5 2 7 9.4

Source U S Office for . mil Rights. RaLtal. lahntc, and Sed 1:nndinfrnt Data lion
Instnuttons ill Higher ducatton. tall.1978 fWashington,OC 19801.

cent) overall and at the undergraduate (12.2 versus 0.0), graduate (4.0
versus 5.3), and firstrofessional level (14.0 versus 2.2).

Asitth Amencans/Pacific islanders also recorded notable gains at each
level. American Indians and Alaskan natiies,Avorking from a small nu-
merical base, registered moderate overall and undergraduate increases
but suffered declines in graduate and first professional enrollment (NCES
1979b, p. 7).

Thus, among various minority groups, he momentum seems to have
shifted from gains in black enrollment to inc sses in Hinainic enrollment.,
From 1976 to 1978.1 Hispanic enrollment gained faster nationally than
either white*: or blaCks (Maier 1980) Despite their recent and rapid gains.
Hispanic students representing 4 percent of all college students aged 14
to 34 in 1978 (U.S. Bureau of the Census, May 1980, p. 3) still. were un-
dehenresented (Mingle 1980). 6

Just as the data indicate differing rates of growtWartiong various mi-
nority groups, reports also reveal differences between 'Olen and women,
Since 1966, according to' NCES. the proportion of while men has fallen
whik the proportions of white women, bIlick men, and black women have
inuoiased (NCES 1978a, p. 120) Nationally, women still receive less than
'half of all college degress (NCE.4 1978a. pp. 138-39).

Among black men and women, however, the pattern is markedly dif-
ferent: Enrollment statistics for 1978 indicated that black women out-
number black men at both the four-year and two-year levels and in both
full-time and part-time categories (NCES 1980, pp, 140-41). Data recently
published show black women earning more degrees than black men at
every level (assoc4e;ebachelues. master's. M.D., J.D., Ph.DJEd.D.) at the
close of 1975-76 die year (NCES 1980. pp. 140-41).

Variations by nglan. Access trends also have been studied according to
region in order to assess differences in minority enrollment from patterns
nationally. Data from the member states of the Southern Regional Edu-

Minority Access-6
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sation Board, (SREB) (Mingle 1980) and from 19 states affected by the
Adams case (Brazziel and Braiiiel 1980) reveal some areas of greater
progress. Within each group,. individual states report developments at
odds with regional trends. Because overall enrollment in the South has
been increasing, as at the national level, minority gains have not sign'''-=
icantly altered the total enrollment picture (Brazziel and Brazziel 1980,
p. 34).

In 1952, black, students constituted 13 percent of total college enroll,
ment in the Squth. In 1978, the proportion of black students had grown
to only about 15 percent (Mingle 1980, p. 5). The black population in SREB
states is abbut 19 percent (Mingle)980, p. 2), This percentage compares
to a 9.3 percent black enrollment nationally where the black population
is about 12 percent of the total. Analyzing the 19 Adams states, the Brazziels
report undergraduate enrollment 13.8 percent black in a total population
that is 16.7 percent black (1980, p. 8).

Statistics for SREB states, like figures fur national trends discussed
earlier, shovt a slowdown in black enrollment Between 1976 and 1978,
total black enrollment grew only 4 percent, as did white, while total re-
glow, enrollment rose 4.9 percent (Mingle 1980, p. 19). In several respects,
howilier,, progress in the South exceeded that for the nation as a whole.
Percentage gains in total enrollment in SREB states as a whole (4.9 percent)
and in all the SREB states except Louisiana, Mississippi,, and West Vir-
ginia, exceeded the percentage gain for the United States (24,4 percent)
(Mingle 1980). Also, Hispanic enrollment rose 12 8 percent nationally be-
tween 1976 and 1978, but rose 17.3 percent in SREI3, states, Texas and
Florida, in particular, have large Hispanic populations. Black enrollment
gained proportionately more, or held ground better, in'SREB states at the
undergraduate, graduate, and first professional degree level (Mingle.1980,
p. 4). Nevertheless, in nine SREB states, black enrollment gains were
smaller (or losses larger) than white enrollment. Among the larger group
of Adams states, the Brazziels reported higher black participation rates
in northern and border states-with higher incomes and a good mix of black
and white colleges than in states farther south with lower incomes (1980,
pp.-66-67).

Progress at Different Levels
The concept of access not only has expanded horizontally to include more
minority groups, especially Hispanics and women, in addition to blacks,
it also has expanded vertically to consider the relative proportions of the
available applicant pools completing high-school and the proportion of
minority students completing undergraduate degrees and entering grad-
uate school. At either end of the access continuum, the patterns emerging
for minority enrollment are less promising than the overall statistics in.
dicate,

At the secondary school level, dramatic gains have been made in re-
qttcing the disparities between the high school graduation rates of whites
and blacks. In 1970, 78 percent of whites, but only 56 percent of blacks,

Minority ty Access 7
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between the ages of 25 to 29 were high school graduales In 1979, the gap
had been reduced from 22 percent to 12 percent with an 87 percent grad-
uation rate for whites compared le 75 percent for blacks (U S Bureau of
the Census, Aug 1980. p 2) '-ung-term anal% sis shows similar progress
in raising the level of schooling for both races (NCES 1979a, p. 27).

Esen more progress ha's been made in achieving parity in the rates of
high school graduates enrolling in college. The Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare ad8pted as a goal for state higher education de-
segregation plans reduction of the disparities in college attendance rates
between white and black high se hoot graduates (U.S. Office for Civil Rights
197$) Before its adoption as a legal standard, equality of participation
rates had long been a goal of educators (Commission on Higher Educational
Opportunity 1967). Census Bureau figure's show that in 1967 only 23.3s
percent of black high school graduates enrolled in college compared to
34 5 percent of %%hitt, graduates In 1977, the black enrollment rate of 31.5
percent nearl% equaled the 32 2 percent rate for whites (U S. Bureau of
the Census 1979, p 2)

Similarly, the gap between whites and blacks, ages 18 to 24Vvho had
not graduated from high school and were not enrolled in school, narrowed
considerable between 1967 and 1977 (U S. Bureau of the Census 1979, p
2) Nesertheless, in 1977 this meant that the number of black high school
dropouts, ages 18 to 24 (808,000), exceeded the number of black college
students (721.000) (U S Bure.iu of the Census 1979, p 2. NACBHE I979a,
p nu)

Blacks and other minority students hike not made as much progress
narrowing the disparities in college completion rates. Using the college
tompletien rate of ma lent% (white) males as the standard, the Commission
on Cis it Rights has calculated Social Indicator Values comparing college
completion be different ethnic groups and by women (U S. Commission
on Civil Rights 1978a, p 14) Among some groups, Japanese Americans,
Chinese Americans, and Philippine Americans, completion rates for both
men and women in 1976 equaled the rate for majority males. Progress
among American Indians/Alaskan natives, blacks. Mexican Americans, and
Puerto Ricans was uneven with both black males and females registering
12 percent of the late for majority males in 1976 In 1960,, black males
stood at 20 percent and black females at 31 percent of the rate for majority
males, indicating one area where the progress among black males exceeded
that of black females OseralI in the period between 1970 and 1980, the
number of college graduates increased 5 6 percen,t for whites compared
to 3 4 percent lot blac ks l U S Bureau of the Census, Aug. 1980, p. 2). Thus,
despite the progress, among blat ks, progress among whites was even
greater

The concept of access ha esolved to include parity in the rates of
participationion of minority studc is at all levels of higher education Never-
theless, access trends continue t indicate minority concentrations in the
earls phases of postseconclar% raining This is true at the national and
regional le% els and for blaeks, Hr panics, and other ethnic groups. Breaking

8 s Manontv Access



down enrollment patterns into the following categories reseals the com-
plexities invoked in gauging progress

Tau -year versus tour-sear enrollment shows continued growth at the
two-ye, aclevel.

Part:arne versus full-tone enrollment obscures the gap between full-,
time equivalent and headcount statistics.

Public college versus private college giowtli shows the continued s i-
tality of the public sector.

Predominantly white college versus Instorwalls black college reseals
large increases of minority enrollment on white campuses and possible
declines at black colleges

Although studies haw isolated changes in each of these areas. it is
important to recall that these areas also are interrelated The multi-faceted
nature of access means that changes in enrollment at one level or tope of
institution can affect patterns in another

Two-year versus four-year enrollment. Looking at nationwide patti ns
after the surge of growth in community colleges in the 1960s. the relative
proportions of enrollment at institutions of carious lends have remained
about the same In 1978, universities enrolled 24.6 percent of all students,
other four-year institutions, 39.7 percent, and two-vear institutions 35.7
percent. These figures show slight drops in the proportion of unisersits
and four-year enrollment since 1973 relative to two-vear col lege enrollment
(NCES 1979b, p 101.

Although all minority groups are represented disproportionately in
two-year institutions, there are differences in enrollment patterns. The
proportion of black enrollment at the two-year level is closer to that of
white students and students a whole. The figure caries depending on
region and type of institutiohl control. In the Adams states. according to
the Brauiels, 36 percent of black students were-at two-year colleges fp.
18). The National Advisory Committee on Black Higher Education and
Black Colleges and Universities estimates 42 percent (1979, p. xiii). Using
data only from public institutions, NCES reports that in 1978, about 34
percent of all students were in two-year colleges. compared to 33 percent
of whites. 39 percent of blacks, and 53 percent of Hispanics and American
IndiansiAlaskan natives (1980, pp 97, 110). The difference between blacks
and Hispanics may be due to both the more recent nature of efforts to
increase Hispanic enrollment and to the fact that historically black colleges
tend to offer four-year programs.

Part-time venue fail -thus enrollment. Although black colleges enroll a
decreasing proportiOnof total black enrollment, their full-time residential
character has meant that black participation in full-time higher education
programs-traditionally has exceeded the national average. This pattern
may be changing, however. Between 1976 and 1978. part-time enrollment

.15 M !notify Access 9
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at hlatk, nu teased IS 8 percent Lompared to 13 percent tot all students,
lull-time enrollment 01 blaik, deireased 0 5 perient lompared to an m-
ired,'" of 0o percent lot all student% (Mingle 1980. p tr) 11 part-time
enrollment ha Knits is Laliulated as lull-time einmalent. black enroll-
ment., aiLotchng ik) Mingle. mireased only 06 percent nationally and 1 5
percent in the South between 19Th and 1978 11980. p,

Saar/nail% Hispamis are mole likely toile enrolled part time than
student% genetallv (U S Bureau of the COlisu., Ma'. 1980 p 3). but in the
South, their participation rate is the same as Cat of the total population
Mingle 1980. p il)

Publk college versus private college. Oyer the past decade. the public
sector of higher education has experienied the greatest growth Su-titlark.
minority enrollment has grown most dramanially in public institutions,
particularly at the lourYear loyal (NOES I978a, pp 118-19). In the 19
Adams states studied by the Bra //lei,. 80 percent of all black students
were enrolled in pubis'. institutions (1980, p 63) When institutions in the
Bra/m.1 study were identified by sate., hall again as man% black students
were enrolled in white public (alleges as in black pubis( colleges in 1978
(1980 p. 481 At both the two-year and lour-year leyels. Htspamis were
enrolled more heavily in pubisc than in pi Rate institutions in 1978 (Mingle
1980. p 111

Predominantly white college versus historically black college. Ironically.
in a period of overall grow th in minority enrollment, the institutions must
afieited have been the histortiallY black institutions The role of these
colleges in desegregation will be discussed in more detail in the chapter
on institutional ti,nterns Howeyer., enrollment data Law a picture of the
phenomenon

Until reiently, as nunoritv emollmentparacularlY of black stu-
dents---mireased at white institutions it also held meetly or increased at
bier( k pubht and prix ate (alleges Only the proportion of black enrollment
attending blat k colleges deireased Between 19Th and 1978, however. black
t allege% ma% hay e suffered real enrollment drops Mingle reports that both
nationally and in the South. black colleges,, both private and public. lost
hlatk enrollment (1980, pp 18 20) Black public college, in the South
reported the largest detreases

Among the 19 Adunts states, of eight states reporting increases of more
than I .0t/0 black students at white college,, four reported enrollment gains
at hlatk lour-year Lolleges, and four reported declines. Several black col-
leges in state% mirth ed in desegregation efforts reported declines, includ-
ing Tennessee State Uniyersity (key 1979. p 6)., Cheney State College in
Pennsylvania (Paul 19140b p and Florida A&M (Middleton. Jan. 21,
1980. p Ii) Il,this pattern Lontinues, it maY threaten efforts to upgrade
and improve traditionally hIaLtloilege, as a key part of desegregating
higher eduy Juan Stone unofficial reports indicate that black colleges may
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be sharing in the overall enrollment increases reported at the start of the
1980-81 scgool year

Fields of study. The concept of access embraces not only where minority
students are studying but what th y are studying. This concern. especially
for black students-, grows out of oast emphasis on teacher education and
failure to train minorities in technical and more remunerative fields. Re-
cent efforts to attract minority students to more diverse undergraduate
majors have been partially successful. However., at the graduate and
professional level, both in the proportion and distribution of minority
enrollment, old patterns of underrepresentation persist.

Major shifts in fields of study have occurred at the undergraduate level.
particularly among blacks. The Census Bore* figures indicate that the
proportion of undergraduate blacks studying education or social science
subjects dropped froma*vit 40 percent in 1966 to 17 percent in 1978. and
the proportion of business'students rose from 15 percent to 22 percent
(LI.S. Bureau of the Census. May 1980, pp 2-3). Because overall black
enrollment greatly increased aer he same period. the number of business
studepts ruse from 41,000 to 220.000 (U Bureau of the Census, May 1980.
p. 2). Nevertheless. blacks - remained vastly underrepresented in technical
and scientific fields (Blake. Lambert. and Martin 1174,, Southern Regional
Education Board 1980).

For other minorities the picture is somewhat different Hispanics are
represented in the fields of business, education, and English in the same
proportion as fur all students (U.S Bureau of the Census, May 1980, p. 3).
Like blacks. Hispanics are underrepresented in science and engineering
fields (Mingle 1980, p. 14) Asian Americans, however, are well represented
in the_sciences. and American Indians hold a share corresponding to their
share in the population (Southern Regional Education Board 1980, p.2).

At the graduate and professional level, progress has been minimal,The
total number of students and degrees awarded has outpaced increases in
minority students enrolling and graduating The shifts in fields of study
at theiendergraduate !eyel have not set been reflected in studies of edu-
cationallattamment at the graduate kw!. The distribution of doctorates
in 1978-79 showed blacks and Hispanics participating at a rate lower than
their proportion in the total population Blacks received 3 5 percent of all
doctorates, Hispanics I 7 percent (Fact-File. Jan. 12. 1981). These figures
show a slight change from 1975-76 when blacks received 3.6 percent and
Hispanics 12 percent (NIES I978a. pp 140-41) Figures from NCES for
1975-76 showed that more Ph D.s were awarded to nonresident aliens than
to all minority students combined (NCES I978a. pp. 140-41).

The picture for professional studies is more depressing. resealing de-
clines rather than small gains Efforts to increase enrollment in profes
sional schools had success in the early '70s (Blackwell 1975), but seem to
have peaked in 1971 In 1975-76 blacks earned 5 2 percent of the medical
degrees and 4 7 percent of the law degrees, for Hispanics, the totals were
2.3 percent and 2 6 percent (NCES I978a, pp."140-41)
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Progress in black enrollment has stagnated while increase, in the nu m-
bet of women has continued. Black enrollment in 1978-79 grew 2.5 percent.
the same as the growth rate for total enrollment, the number of women
increased 6 8 percent Iln Brief, Feb. 19 1980a) The ethnic breakdown of
the record enrollment for 1980-81 reported b% the Association of American
Medical College, was as follow, blacks 5.7 percent, Hispanic, 4.2 percent,
Asians.3.0 percent, American Indians 0 3 percent, foreign 1.7 percent. The
figure for blacks represented a decline from 6.2 percent use wars ago (In
Brief. Nov. 17_1980) In 1976-79. blackssuffercd a 2 percent drop in law
school enrollment and women gained 5 percent (In Brief. Feb. 19 1980b).
Figures reported hs the American Bar Association for 1980-81 showed an
()serail incrrase of 1 5 percent since fall 1979 Women compost:33.5 percent
and minor-foes 9 7 percent of law school enrollment, a slight gain user the
presious sear (Jacobson, Feb 17, 1981, p 22) It is not clear -how black
women were counted in these tabulation,, an issue of controserss among
minoritt educator, (Smith-1977)

There is no reason whs the proportion of students stocking in each
field should reflect the composition of the population as a whole (O'Neil'
I975 p 1491. Communit% needs., for example-., mas dictate areas of con-
centration Nes el theless. enrollment I igures can show patterns and gauge
change Despite some increase, in certain fields and some shifts away from
more traditional disciplines, gains are not proportional ()serail, Where
concerted efforts are made to increase Irmo' it% participation, progress is
reflectial Lope/ cites the increase in hispanic enrollment in medical schools
as a case in point 11976. p 115)

Thus. an munination of minorits enrollment at different institutional
lesels, in different fields of studs , and user different periods of time reseals
a more complex pa 'tern of gains and slowdowns than gross statistics for
the last decade indicate Hispanics and women continue to increase their
share of the total emoiiment but black, experience a slackening momen-
tum
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Student 9neems

The data-on amoral, enrollment in higher education underscore the com-
plexities of assessing the magnitude and direction of change Despite long-
term progress in increasing the numbers of minority students. higher
education is far from achley ing parity or functional equity for thy erse
ethnic and racial groups at all institutional levels. Black students haw
benefitedfroni the general surge in higher education mei- the past decade
(Morris 1979) as well as from programs oriented to their specific needs
INACBHE 1979a, pp. 35-36). , Hispanics and other minonty groups
and women were aided by the impetus of the civil rights moyement. Prof ,
ress for Hispanics and women seems to be continuing, but the momentum
fur black enrollment seems to be slowing The National AdY 'son Com-
mittee on Black Higher Education and Black Colleges and Om ersities
(1979a) warns that

left alone and not persistently forged or constantly defined the potential
progress of Black Aeritans in higher education will he adversely
affected. Cyclical periods of inattention and resistance to the advance-
ment of Black Americans are the rule rather than the exception (p.

Although higher education as a whole faces the prospect of declining en-
n "ment and diminishing resources, minorit% enrollment has not yet reached
its potential Furthermore,, the proportion of minorit% 'south is increasing.
It istredictecl that 13% the tear 2000. 25 to 30 percent of %oung people will
be minorities (Mingle 1980, p. ) Along with older students. minority
students offer the possibility of expanding educational opportunities.

_Policy decisions as well as unresolved issues of the 1970s will affect
patterns of minority access to higher education in the )980s. This chapter
will discuss first the policy framework created by legislation and litigation
on issues affecting student access. It will then examine three related ques-
tions that persist despite overall changes in higher education: a

iv increasing the pool of minority applicapts;
designing more equitable admission procedures:-
retaining minority students through graduation.

The rkmt chapter will consider institutional responses to the question of
minority student access.

Policy Parameters
Federal legislation. Federal laws in the 1960s and 1970s that affected the
nature of higher education generally also set the framework for effort's to
increase minority -participation. in general, legislation involving the larg-
est commitment of funds did not deal specifically with either minority
students or minority institutions. Although both were affected, progress
was not ensured against shifts in policies or priorities.

Until the 1960s, federal aid to education was directed primarily to
institutions rather than to students. 'Although the National Defense Ed-
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citation Act of Nit; IP 85-8651 ploy Wed for student loans and graduate
fellowships, the emphasis continued to he institutional deeclopment and
subieet %peewit/anon The Higher Edo, anon Facilities Act of 1963 (P L-

.88- 204) similarly piuyided fundsforelassrocmis,Itht alio. and laboratories
that improved educational opportpnities to students induced% b.% aiding
institutions directly

The mid-1960s witnessed a transfoi mammon Wool until% merit in
higher-education

The Rights Act of 1964413 L 88-3c2) stated that teijeial funds
could not be pro% ided ty aislitununs that disci unmated on the basis
ul race,, including institutions of higher education'

The Higher Education Act of 1965 IP.L. 89-329) not only pro% Wed
institutional suppott. including Titlt#111 funds for deeelopmg institu-
tions. but also expanded federal support of tiicheidual students through
Basic and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants IBEOG and
SEOG)

Coupled with the Ecenimme Opportunity ikei of 1964 IP 1. 88-452) and the
Higher Education Amendments of 1968 IP L. 90-575) these acts signaled
a basic shill (ruin improe mg the quality of Institutions of higher education
to increasing the ability of all students to participate in potsecondary
training (Conrad and COsand 1976)

The introduction of direct student giants heralded *hilts in both the
magnitude and du ec non of federal me oleement in higher education Overall,
Wei al aid to higher education increased from $2 I billion in 1967 to $9.5
billion in 1977 During the same sears, the shale of appropriations for
student \upport increased from about 48 percent to about 83 percent: the
share lot institutional support declined from about 50 percent to about
17 percent (NCES 1978a, pp 200-201) These reductions %%etc more severe
for facilities and equipment than for current expenditures. Developing
institutions, including historically black colleges continued to receive
direct aid through Title 111 011:h will be discussed in the chapter on
institutional concerns Federal aid also shifted to the two-year college
sector. which tvei tented the greatest enrollment gains. Since 1972. the
share of federal aid to two-Year colleges in, .eased from 20 percent to 35
percent, and the share to undergraduate institutions declined from 58
percent to 52 percent and to graduate and professional programs from 23
percent to 14 percent (NCES 1978a r 200)

With its new emphasis on aid to students, federal assistance in higher
education has grown astronorrocally both in dollar expenditures and in
the number of students benefiting Although higher education grants de-
clined between 1977 and 1978. federal loans increased 260 2 percent (NCES
I979a, p 29)

Changes in magnitude and emphasis have not been uniformly helpful
to minoritY student Long - established National Smenee Foundation NSF)
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and National Defense &Ideation Act (NDEA) graduate fellowships, par-
ticularly in the sciencei, were phased out just as concern for increasing
minority involvement in those areas increased (Blake 1976, p. 197). Al-.

J though minority families tend to be overly concentrated at low income
levels, minority students were receiving a declining share of Basic and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants. The minority, share of
BEOGs dropped from 48.1 percent in 1974-75 to 42.1 percent in 1976-77;,
the share of SEOGs fell from 47.8 percent to 39.0 percent in the same
'period (NACBHE 1979a, p. 37). The participation of low-income students
iii State Student Incentive Grants fell, but participation of students from
families earning more than $15,000 nearly doubled between 1974 and 1976.
Similarly, the College Work/Study program affected fewer minority and
low-income students than expected while the Graduate and Professional
Opportunities program largely benefited white women.

The passage of the Middle Income Student Assistance Act (MISA) of
1978 (P.L, 95-566) accentuated a trend already underway whereby' efforts
to increase access affected middle-class rather than lower-class or minority
students. Studies in the late 1970s seemed to indicate that growing costs
for higher education were most adversely affecting students from middle=
income families that did not qualify for federal grants or loans (Leslie
1977). Passed with broad-based support from educators, including those
from minority groups, the Middl: Income Student Assistance Act of 1978
raised the income eligibility requirement for BEOGs from $15,000 to $26,000,
removed the income ceiling fur Guaranteed Student Loans, (GSLs) and
increased the funding threshholds for SEOGs and College Work/Study.

It is not yet clear how those changes will affect minority access to
higher education. The formula controversies over the 1980 Education
Amendments and the change in both the administration and control of
the Senate threaten future uncertainties (Hook, Nov. 10, 1980, Jan. 26,
April 6, April 13, 1981). Anticipated changes in federal funding for higher'
education seem aimed at reducing loans and grants to middle-income

-students. It is noteworthy however, that funding determined by income
level rather than racial or ethnic criteria has an unpredictable effect on
minority participation. Some observers warn that the trend of trying to
solve problems of a specific minority by broadening the field to include
other grtiups makes potential solutions almost impossible to attain (NACBHE
1979a, p. 47).

Affirmative action. The major Supreme Court cases of the 1970s concern-
ing minority access to higher education questioned the extent to which,
state universities could use race as a criterion of admission. Both the cases
of De Funk v. Odegaard, 416 U.S. 312 (1974), and Regents of the University
of v. Bakke, 438 U.S 265 (1978),* involved voluntary affirmative
action programs to increase minority enrollment in state-supported profes-

*The entire Supreme Court opinion in Bakke has been reprinted by the U S Com-
mission on Civil Rights in its Toward an Understanding of Bakke.
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monad schools. Coming as they did when progress in law and medical
schools had already peaked,, the cases became symbolic for minority ed-
ucators of the waning commitment to minority concerns (Jones 1977; ISEP
1978).

Although the Supreme Court declared the DeFums case moot, the dis-
senting opinion of Mr. Justice Douglas raised fundamental questions about
the admissions process In particular, Douglas reiterated the concerns of
minority groups that standardized tests, such as the Law School Admis-
sions Test (LSAT), embodied such cultural biases as to make them
inadequate gauge of a minority student's potential. At the same time,
Justice Douglas warned of the dangers of reserving a proportion of places
in a law school class for members of sr acted minority groups (416 U.S.
312, 337-40).

In the Bakke case, decided in 1978, the issue of a quota system for
minority admissions was raised in the context of medical school admis-
sions. The relatively new medical school at the University of California
at Davis sought to increase its enrollment of minority students by reserving
a specific number of places in the entering class-for minority students.
Minority applicants thus competed against each other for admission but
not against white applicants.

The arras of opinions reflected the complexity of the case itself and
the controversy,, ecen among educators, concerning the best way to in-
crease minority participation in professional studies. The opinion of Jus-
tices Brennan, White, Marshall, and Blackman supported the use of racial
classifications in university admissions, the opinion of Justices Stevens,
Burger Stewart, and Rehnquivt found that the racial factor was not at
issue and lac (red the admission of respondent Bakke. The opinion of Jus-
tice Powell, which drew from both wings of the court, concurred in the
admission of Bakke and in the use of race as one factor in the admissions
prot:ess, but rejected the use of racial quotas as a means to allocate seats
and guarantee minority participation. This compromise position, which
was criticized roundly by the NAACP and bY other minority groups ("NAACP
Chief" 1978) coincided with the recommendations of a number of educators
and policy task forces (O'Neil 197i, Carnegie Council 1977b) and specif-
ically described the admissions process at Harvard College Since few
programs had gone so far as Davis had in reserving seats according to
race the direct impact of the Bakke decision was less than the harmful
unix, taints. it had caused In the acrimonious debate over "reverse dis-
crimination," the symbolic importance of the case eclipsed its positive
affirmation of the need to increase minority enrollment and the use of race
as a means to accomplish it.

In the wake of Bakice, HEW issued a memorandum concluding that the
case left intact its general regulations and its rules on women and the
handicapped,, its special programs for Indian and Alaskan natives, its
bilingual education programs, and other efforts to help disadvantaged and
minority students (Rich 1979). In October 1979, HEW's Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) issued its Policy Interpretation of Antidiscrimination Reg-
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ulatlons Under Title VI Including Alin motive Action for Claillication
Light of Bakke I U S 0111ce for CiyilRights 1979) The statement leiterattd
that the federal guserrimcnt encouraged voluntary allirmanse action ad,
missions programs to us ercome the effects of conditions limiting minority
group participation and to attain a diverse student bud% . OCR noted that,
according to Bakke, a fixed number of positions could not be set aside for
which nonmmority students could not compete,, nor could race be the sole
criterion of selection. Nevertheless, Its interpretation suggested 'tunic' °us
ways in which r.ce or ethnicity could be a- positive facto' in increasing
minority participation Such %ultimo's action could include:

consideration of lace as one criterion in selecting students,
inc reased rccrwung Molts ui minority institutions and (Autumn',

ties,
use of alternative admissions ciltelia when traditional criteria in-

adequately predict student success,
provision a pit:admission compensatory and tutorial programs,
establishment and pursuit of numerical goals to achieve the racial

and ethnic composition of the student body the institution seeks.

Similarly, after Bakke, academic institutions and interest groups reconsid-
ered admiss'ionsprocedures to provide sufficient flexibility to comply with
the law yet provide adequate zeal to ensure the enrollment of minority
students (ACE-AALS Comm' ttee on Bakke 1978;, Astin 1978).

In February 1981 the California Supreme COurt reversing a lower
court decision, upheld a "lace conscious' admissions program at the law
school of the Umkersity of California at Davis. The decision specifically
relied on the opinion by Justice Powell in Bakke and approved the use of
race as one factor in promoting institutional disci sity without the use of
quotas (Jacobson, Feb 24, 1980,, p. 4)

Acceu Issues
Increasing minority enrollment. The failure 1°40m:re-enrollment parity

-for minority students at all levels of higher education suggests untapped
sources of potential growth. The central educational issue posed by the
DeFunis and Bakke cases concerns the undergraduate level as well: how
to increase the number and proportion of students from traditionally un-
derrepresented minority groups

As suggested in the chapter on trends, access can be viewed as a con-
tinuum. The site and quality of the minority applicant pool for graduate
and professional schui.ils are determined bs the quality of participation,
rates of retention, and graduation at the four-seat college level These, in
turn, are affected by a configuration of factors that determine if a student
completes high school and seeks further education, Many of the same
conclusions that govern if and where a student will attend college also

The text was also reprinted in the Chronicle Higher Education, October IS, 1979
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influence the likelihood th the student ill 'X11161111 graduationgladuaon
These factors include the stt ent's MK Mel OIRIMIL status,. ability,, prepa-
ration., asp!' atoms, and Imam al assistance ( NCES 1977., p 92)

Writers has e identified putt that stances of new nimorit students bs
geographical location,,meastne abilit le el, and famil income. Despite
out-migration-to other parts of he count' s the South retains a large
number of Hack south (Blake I97 , p 194) Data presented in the chapter
on trends suggest that sou ern states lecends ease surpassed
national averages in incleasnig the e i ollment of black students. Because
most of the nation's hisua nails etas public and plisare colleges ate in

_f the South, those states also base some experience with blacks in higher
education In contrast the need to punt& higher educational opportun-
I ties Doi rhspanic students is a newel problem. Some commentators have
observed that the Hispanic commumt lacks a net wo&of institutions
comparable to she histoi walls black colleges (Smith I977, p. 169)

1

Urban ateas repleent the tithe' maim. source of potential minority
students., pat ticulai k blacks and Hispanics Since low -income and Ili-
fonts families are heas ils concern' atyd in cities, their children experience
the educational disadantages of large public school sssvans (Blake 1976
p 201). These disadantages include high tate, of suspen)on and explu-
mon, disc rinunatm s placement in special education progi ants, inadequate
counseling pool academic preparation, and lack of einuuragement
( NACBHE 1979a pp sit-xiii NCES 1978,1, p 134; NAACP 1976. p. I).

The geogi aphis died nom which a mmorits student'. drawn may affect
not only the student's choice of a college but also his or her ability to
succeed there. This relationship requires more study. Blake (1976, p. 194)
notes that in 1970, 36 percent of the black high school population was still
in rural areas. Commuter colleges may not be appropriate fora scattered
rural population, but alternatives have not been well considered. Simi.
lady; Hispanic youths from rural areas may have different nteds from
their urban counterparts. Colleges that ate lust becoming aware of the
peculiar needs of Hispanic students (National Institute 1976) must also
he sensitive to the experiential ditto 'ke, hetween urban and rural Youths.
In addition, commuter colleges oho a less intensive educational experi,
ence that was' he less advantageous than the opportunities provided bs
a residential college for full-time students. (Actin 1975, Ohs as 1979).

As higher education generally has moved away from an elitist orien-
tation,, its area of service has expanded first to lower-income students' of
high measured ability and increasingly to students at all levels on the
income and ability. scales who might benefit from some postsecondary
education Sul %es, of high sc,hool *Am, show that interest in entering
some' form of educational piogi am aftei high school varies with race or
Spanish origin. lamas income, and years of schooling of the family head.
in 1974,, the mono! non of serums planning to attend college was 40.5.
percent among blacks 47 8 percent. among Hispanics, and 49.4 percent
among whites Of students flow families earning more than $25,000, 81.2
percent planned to attend college compared to 37.0 percent of students
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from Families earning under $5,000. In families where the head had lour
years or more of college, the expectation was 77.5 percent compared to
31.6 percent where the family head had less than eight years of s,:huuling.
On the other hand, students planning to attend vocational school tended
tocome-nxaVirom lower-income families where the family head ;lad less
education (NCES 1978a. p. 108).

Interest in attending college revealed quite a different pattern front
plans for attending college. A larger proportion of black students surveyed
in 1975 indicated an interest in further education than did Hispanics or
whites. In addition, groups with incomes under $5,000 and with by levels
of" family -head schooling indicated greater interest than did students from
higher income groups (NCES 1978a, p 110). Since interest and motivation
are relited both to college admission and retention, this is a hopeful sign.

Income trends are less encouraging. College attendance correlates with
both income and family educational attainment. Figures issued by the
National Urban League in 1980 showed that blacks had lust ground to
whites economically since 1970. In 1970, the as crap black family income
was 61 percent of the average white, but m 1978 this figure had shrunk
10..59 percent. The average incomes of both white and black families had
increased, but the white income increased proportionately more. thus
widening the gap. Black unemployment and the number of blacks below
the poverty line also grew (National Urban League 1980: Rich, Jan. 23
1980, p. A 1). Simi larlv , in terms of educational attainment, larger numbers
of blacks continue to graduate from college., But as higher education ex-
perienced overall growth, white progress outpaced black. Starting from
behind, blacks need to make greater-than-average progress in income and
educational gains in order to achieve parity.

Financial need, defined as the difference between the costs of education
and the student's and family's ability to pay for those coststFleming 1975,
p. 29), is one of the chief barriers to minority participation in higher
education. Researchers have found that low-income students differ from
higherincome students not only in economic need bq also in motivation,
aspiration, and parental expectation (NCES 1977. p. &7). Studies indicate
that race or ethnicity is haying a decreasing impact on participation in
,higher education than is socioeconomic status (Jencks 1979, p. 214; NCES
1977, p. 37). The patterns are increasingly complex. Among those observed
are the following:

Abe

Students from higher-income families are more likely to enroll in
college preparatory programs. At all income levels, students from non-
college preparatory programs are more likely to withdraw (NCES 1977,
p. 970). But since low-income minorities are disproportionately found
in noncollege preparatory programs, the effect on them is greater
(NACBHE 1979a, p. 6).

Minority and income status when correlated May produce minority
outcomes that exceed white. Among 18-to24-year-olds, at income levels
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between $5,000 and $19000, the college enrollment rate'ol blacks ex-
Leeds that of whites and Hispanets I NCES 1978a, pp 122.291 Alter
controlling for socioeconomic status, whites were more likely than
iispanits to withdraw I NCES 1977, p. 551

'Among students followed in the National Longitudinal Studs ol the
. ....

High School Class of 197Z, those who ritteR ed !manual aid had lower
withdrawal rate!. than those who did not I NCE.S 197$a, pp 134- .I351.
Also, the were'rnine like's to meow their degrees w ithout interruption
(WES 1978a. pp 130.17

Financial aid probed 'Alma' to manure's 'parts'. mmHg' at the four-
sear college les el where ethent its was signets.. ant Is related to them eth
draw al rate when sot met onomec 1.1111%'% as taken 11110 at. ount t NCES
1977, p, 371

Financial aid is a matter that is determined hs the ,tent sal 'ouc:tit.%
eLonomic need before entering higher caw. ilium. Stu ies show that b-
lunt sal assistance alto. ts both the student's chotce elf college and the
likelihood of oremammii until graduation Like !Fie choice ol a college prep-
arat son. ourse. L ounseleng for mifierne students or as aelable likins and.
grants is L rut Lit nut (oils for (Acre ours hut' to mutess once enrolled..

A nunorets student*s immured ability, I. omhened with the lamils 's
sot ioeconomeC status, adds another la for to the cimplex equation of
access Vertualls all the literature shows a L °meta! ion between scores on
standards/e0 tests antl student income les el (DoerMann 1978. p 38, NACBHE '
1979a, p tit. Crossland reports that the mean ..;corer of menornv south on
standardised aptitude or achievement tests es abUut one standard deviation
below the mean wore for the rest of the population. Thus, such telto scores.
es en it used without div.t mutation, constitute a major burl ter41971. pp.
5859;, Smith 1977, p 351',

Data from the National Longitudinal Study were-used to plot t ()liege
enrollment rates hs race and measured Alit% . The findings seemed to
show that a higher proportion of flack students than white students in
the lower two quartiles ol measured ahilets enrolled in higher education
(1.,! S Congressional Budget 01 lice 1977, p. 321. Duermann estimates that '
200,000 additional students of moderate ability could be enrolled from
low. or It wc 'midd le- i mime group., Although a ma tor i t s of these are w hi te .,

a significant proportion are Mat k., Hespann. , and American Indian I Doer-
mann 1978. p 111 As a group the are described as potentially benefiting
!rein fue the! education but IA king the necessary funds

Doerniann Mem. the pool in terms ol St. holastet Aptitude Test (SAT!
stores in the 200-299 and MX) -449 tangy and in entome brackets 1.#1 less
than $1100 and between $8,680 and $14,100 He estimates on the basis
of National Longitudinal Stine% data that 40 percent of the students, in
these categories are black Woermann 1978. p 39) 01 these ge °ups' Doer-
mann estimates that 120000 timid be de ass et from the 30)-449 bracket

0
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and enrolled without substantial chatiges in academic programs, but 80,000

drawn from the 200.299 bracket would necessitate new pr s in coun-

seling and basic skills. Doermann's estimations coincide with t .er-
vations of Blake (1976, p 199) that even enrolling all the brightest and
highest-achieving black youth would not be sufficient for black partici-
pation to keeppace. "Not nearly enough is being done to enroll mans of
these youths who are suryiY ors of the pre-college system with considerable

personal and academic strengths."
,

Designing more equitable admissions procedures. Analysis such as that
by Doermann, suggests new ways to increase the numbers of minion%
students from previously neglected sources. At the same time,houever,
It assumes some degree of validity of the scores of standardized tests on
which it is based-. The controversy surrounding the DeFtno and Bakke

. _Ases merely highlighjed a long-standing debate over-the role of test scores

in the admissions pr .-ess. it-
Testing affects ed ational choices at all levels., The new wave Lit com,

petence testing is a d uble-edged sword. If used at lower grade levels to
provide an early warning of academic deficiencies, it can help boost the

skills and secondary school records of minority students. If, on the other
hand, it is used solely as a -final step to high school graduation, it can
diminish the minority pool of eligible high school seniors.Early experience
indicates that minorities have disproportionate rates of failUres on this
kinds of competence test (NACBHE 1979a, pp. 8 -9).. The uncritical and
unstudied use of standardized test scores to predict minority student suc-

cess has been widely criticized. (Crossland 1971, p. 58; NAACP 1976; Smith

1977, p.35). ,. a)

George Temp has referred to the use of objective test scores and high
school grades to predict success as the "pmphometr.ic barrier to higher
educationIMiller 1974, p. 30). In wing test scores to reduce the size of
the applicant pool, admissions officers .inevitably exclude students who

t could do' the work adequately if admitted. Organizations, such as the
NAACP, are particularly concerned that standardized tests used for college,

gtttduate, and professional school admission fail to reflect the cultural
plurality of American society. Because tests are devised without the guid,
ance of minority professionals and performance is measured against ma-
jority norms, the tests embody built-in biases against minority students
(NAACP 1976, p. II). 4,

Over the last decade, scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test have dropper!

nationwide among all students. The National Assessment of Educational
Progress, however,, in its third survey of writing skills, found that black
students'', ages 13 to 17, had improved either absolutely or relatively on
writing tasks (Scully 1981); Hispanic youth did not show similar gains..
(Morgan 1981) In addition to verbal and 'mathematical skills, writing
ability is crucial to advancement through the educational hierarchy. Pre,

liminary plans for restructuring the Law School Admission Test (LSAT)
call for inclusion of an unscored writing sample or exercise to be sent to

Y
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each law school to which-,etandidate applies I" LSAT to be Restructured.'
19811

A number of alternative approaches have been suggested to minimize
the deleterious effects on standardized tests and increase the competitive
standing of minority students. Studies suggest that reliance on other cri-
teria would not undermine the validity of admissions decisions Analysis
of the National Longitudinal Study data indicates that high'school grade-
point average is a better indicator of college success than are standardized
test scores (NCES 1977, p 92). Also, among low-income students, high
aspiration can be crucial to persistence until graduation (NCES 1977, p.
88)

Steps to remedv unfairness to minority students bY standardized test-:
ing range from making tests better to scrapping them altogether:-

Better tests The NAACP recommends the involvement of more mi-
nority professionals in the design'of tests and the evaluauon ol results.
Also, it favors research into iesag itself, including predictive validity,
cultural bias, the relation beiv.een the time factor and test results, and
the setting of norms

Testing lasts Consumer advocates (Nader and Nam 1978) and mi-
nority groups advocate "truth-in-testing- legislation regulating the
testing industry. Included are provisions for making available infor-
mation on test usage2noims, and performance by various subgroups
and for providing copies of questions and answers to individual test-
takers Such a law, in effect in New York State, prompted a cutback
in the number of test dates and an increase in test fees (-College Board."
October 15, 1979, p 2) A similar law,, The Edueatainal Testing Act of
1979, li R 4949 was introduced by I.'ongressman Ted Weiss (D-N.Y.)
in the first session of the 96th Congress. and although hearings were
held, it was not voted on

Use of alternative admissions criteria The opinion of Justice Powell
in Bakke., the poke% interpretation by the Office for Civil Rights, and
the writings of such scholars as Robert O'Neil all iuggest a lessened
reliance On test scores This approach recognizes that a minority stu-
dent brings strengths not necessarily reflected in test scores and ac-
knowledges the benefits to all students of a diverse student bock. Mo-
tivation and life experiences are among the factors to be considered
ISREB 1976)

Impryement of test-14 tag skills The poor performance of minority
students on standaidezed tt,ts also may indicate a lack of experience
with the testingprot edure If regarded as another academic skill, test-
taking abilitY mas he improved bs Mactice The public school system
of the District of Columbia required all high schookophomores to take
the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT) in the fall of. 1980.
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Students. whose fees were paid by the school ss;tem. gained experience
in taking the exam.which is usual!y taken in the junior sear Results
of the test, including an item-bs -item analysis. will be used to determine
areas of academic weakness and to modify cumculum (Cooke 1980).

Scrap offensive tests altogether. In 1979. a group of black and Hispanic:-
job applicants sued the Office of Personnel Management, asking that
the Professional Administrative Career Examination (PACE) frr civil
service jobs be abolished because of biases against blacks and Hispan-
ics. They sought.ehew test that would guarantee that a much higher
proportion of minority applicants passed and obtained government
employment. (Rich. Dec. 6. 1980) In February 1981. an agreement Nay
reached under which the PACE will be phased out over three years and
new tests will be specifically designed to fit the qualifications need,.
for different sets of jobs (Rich 1981).

The testing issue thus spans all levels from high school gsaduat ion through
admission to graduate school and entry into the job market. If used un-
critically or without sensitivity to immeasurable qualities such as char-
acter and motivation. tests can constitute a major barrier to minority
participation in higher education and beyond.

A major alternative to the traditional admissions procedure. even one
using flexible critena to ensure the increased participation of minonties.
is the concept of open admissions. In his deposition in the case of Adams
v. Richardson. educator Elias Blake. Jr.. advocated open admissions as a
means to desegregetiOtt "It means simply that a student who has grad-
uated from high school in good standing should be entitled to enroll in
an institution of higher education in that same state" (1971. p. III). At
the National Policy Conference on Education for Blacks in 1972. Blake
described open enrollment as involving admission on the basis of high
school graduation with a C-average to any public college, not just a com-
munity college, without additional criteria such as specific test score.
grade-point average., or class rank (National Policy Conference 1972. p.
121). Further, graduation from a community college would ensure ad-
mission to a four-year state college:, graduation from a four-year college
with a C+ average and an wspropriate major would ensure admission to
law, medical. dental. or graduate school . Experience with open admissions.
as with special minority admissions programs (Moore 1978; Gross 1980).
suggests that inability of faculty to adjust to Asntraditional students un-
dermines efforts of minority students to persist through to graduation.

lietatedng ssinorIty students. As discussed earlier. many of the factors that
determine if and whore a student goes to college also influence whether
that student stays to complete the course., The problem of retention con-
cerns all students, but affects minority students in more complex and
particular ways. The National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class
of 1972 revealed these general retention patterns (NCES 1977. p. 37):
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Although hall the class of 1972 entered some type of institution ol
higher education within two years of graduation, almost one-third ol
the entrants withdrew during the same period.

More students dropped out of tuu-vear than four -year colleges.
- More students dropped out Fur nonacademic than academic reasons

More freshmen than sophomores dropped jut. A majority of those
returning for a third year went on to graduate.

Proportionately more students drooped out of four-year public that
four-year private colleges. There was little difference, how es er. betweer
public and private two-year colleges.

The rate of dropping out did not vary with instructional size but dic
vary withucadernic selectis i t v. More selective colleges had less problerr
retaining students.

In each of these categories, the implications for minority students are
clear Access patterns show that black. Hispanic, and other minority stu-
dents are overrepresented in schools with greater retention problems gen-
erally:, two-year colleges.-public institutions, and less selective programs
Furthermore, since a larger proportion of minority students are from low-
income families requiring financial aid or are older, independent students
with job and family responsibilittes, they are more vulnerable to non-
academic pressures Forcing withdrawal. Among racial and ethnic groups,
studies find blacks must likely to withdraw; whites and orientals appear
less likely to withdraw than Hispanics, blacks, or American Indians (LACES
1977 p. 55). The differences among ethnic groups are not as sharp, however,
as differences among socioeconomic groups. Especially at the four-yeat
college level is ethnicity significantly related to withdrawal rate when the
income Factor is taken into account,

The problem of retention has institutional implications that affect all
students at risk of dropping out as well as more specific implication!
related to particular ethnic groups, particular fields of study, and, finally
particular students

Campus ens ironment is a factor that affects all studefits, but it affect!
minority students more acutely. Studies show that students who hay'
withdrawn often cite the hostile racial climate as an important reasor
(Morris 1979) A recent resurgence of racial incidents on campuses ha!
caused concern nationwide (Middleton. Jan. 12, 1981). Observers report
that faculty - 'Nit:clan% in senior colleges and research institutions, otter
hate negative attitudes toward remedial students and are poorly prepark
to teach them (Gross 1980; Moore 1978). This is believed to reinforce
students' negative self-image and to undermine their expectations.

A substantial presence on campus of minority group faculty member"
is fundamental to improving campus environments, The shortage of black
and Hispanic instructors at two-year colleges is a 'particular problem
(Smith 1877, p 153,, Okras 1979, p 176). Work with low- income or mi
noritv students also may suffer if remedial programs are inadequately
Financed, superficial, lack permanence or institutional support, and art
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viewed as outside the institution's t*ntial purpose (Moore 1978; Peterson
et al. 1978). Educators also must be sensitive to the different needs of
individual ethnic groups (National Institute 1976; Olivas 1978, 1979)

As the concept of access has expanded, concerns also have become more
specific, This is illustrated by the number of retention-efforts that have
been designed to attract and retain students in particular fields where
minority participation historically has been low. At the undergraduate
level, special programs in scientific and technical fidds have made some
progress (SREB 1980).

Ultimately, retention is measured not ordy campus-wide L.1 by ethnic
group or by discipline. but by the individual student's ability to success-
fully complete the course hest suited to his or her needs and abilities. The
latest and must promising direction in the retention field now centers on
the use of computer analysis to indicate at an early point when a student
needs more individual assistance or counseling. Pioneered at the University
of Illinois-Chicago Circle, data-driven models for retention track students
in special admissions categories in entry courses that might prove difficult.
By monitoring performatice early in the academic semester, the system
alerts counselors and advisors when a student might benefit from addi-
tional help (Goodrich 1980; Committee on Institutional Cooperation 19801..

At every level in the educational hierarchy from high school on, the
particular needs of minority students must be identified and met with
creative and flexible responses. Minority students bring to higher edu-
cation different Problems of preparation and financial need, but also bring
different strengths of cultural heritage and life experience. To maximize
the participation of minority students, educators need to acknowledge and
capitalize on these strengths while applying economic and academic as-
sistance at the appropriate level and in theparticular field to the individual
student.
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Institutional Concerns

Mans of the same factors that prompted unit cisme, to adopt alfirmatit
attitm programs to increase ininoritt enrollment also resulted in nee
mit sail% es,lo further desegregation in tormerlt segregated systems of pul
he highereducattoo Alfirmat it e action and desegregation tit erlap in the
focus on expanding the numbers and proportion of minority students
all ['Acts of higher education Both hate been affected hot changing degret
of federal got ernment commitment and tit waning support for civil right
efforts generallt liones 1977) There are significant differences. howeve

Geographically. the date bur affirmative action is nationwide a
though the muse bur desegregation is cunt entra ted in the formed
segregated southern and border states.

Legallt the affirmatite action tompliance is mandated for facult
hiring, as prof ided bt E 0 11246 (1965). governing the emphomer
practices of federal goi-ernment contractors. Affirmative action fc
minority student recruitment, as at issue in the DeFants and Bald
cases, is yoluntars Standards for desegregation. invoking both facult
and students, are dented from Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 196
and from the 14tIVAmendment to the Constitution.

All irmatit e action.ion. under E.0 11246. affects both public and prival
institutions that reteite federal government contracts. Desegregatio
decisions affect only publiclt supported higher education.

Suit. challenging aflirmatit e action plans generally have been in
timed bt white applicants claiming that such efforts have gone too fa
Desegregation suits generallv have beenfiled by black applicants. sit
dents, or latultt alleging that enforcement efforts bs federal or stet
officials have not gone far enough.

Affirmative action now embraces numerous underrepresented group
blacks, Hispanits, other ethnic groups. women, and the handicapper
The traditional concern of desegregation efforts has been the edueatio
of black students

The focus of affirmative action has been increasing minority partit
illation in traduionall% white institutions. The definition of descgrt
gation bas expanded to consider the racial identity of historically blac
tolleges

Desegregat'un involves institutional considerations that are outsid
the hounds ui affirmative action.

Efforts to desegregate higher education antedated the concept of al
firmative Junin Even after the Brown decision was applied to highe
education in the 1950s, however:Not:lal ant. economic factors kept minorit
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students from enrolling in large numbers at white institutions.. The same
nonlegal barriers of economic disadvantage, inadequate secondary prep-
aration, cultural isolation, and poor counseling affected minority students
in formerly segregated and non-segregated stares alike (Willie and Ed-
monds 1978). In formerly segregated states, however, legal restrictions
based on race had institutionalized enrollment patterns along racial lines.
Asesegregation efforts proceeded, the vestiges of these dual systems of
higher education became increasingly important.; The legal status and
educational role of black public cofreges, in particular, have become the
central dilemma of desegregation in.higher education (Egerton 1971)..

The Fedora Rolle
It is crucial to distinguish between efforts to assist individual students and

-those to affect institutional patterns of enrollment or development. In the
late 1960s and early 1970s, educators, civil rights leaders, and government
officials were caught in the crosscurrents of these efforts. As noted earlier,

°federal aid to higher education since the 1950s had flowed to institutions
rather than to individual students. With the introduction_ of the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants, however, the course of funding was shifted
from institutions to students. The major exception to this change, as will
be discussed later, was Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
providing funds for "developing institutions."

While the federal government moved from direct to indirect institu-
tional aid, new civil rights efforts developed an increasingly institutional
focus. From the early 1930s, suits to desegregate state universities and
graduate and professional schools involved single well- qualified black
plaintiffs seeking admission. When even major legal victories, however,
brought only.small gains in the numbers of black students enrolled, a new
generation of lawsuits sought institutional changes. Title VI of the Civil
Rights Art of 1964 gave major impetus to this new thrust. It provided an
administrative, as well as judicial, method to terminate federal funds going
to institutions that discriminated on the basis of race. During the Johnson
administration, a new Office for Civil Rights was created within HEW to
separate the enforcement aspects of Title VI from the administrative and
policy-making aspeCts of aid to higher education.

The suit of Adams v. Richardson represented an entirely new litigative
effort to desegregate education. It was initiated in reaction to an an-

,
nouncement by officials of the Nixdn administration that administrative
enforCement of Title VI would be abandoned in favor of judicial proceed-
ings on a case-by-case basis. This about-face countered both the legislative
history of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which documented the need for a
speedy alternative to protracted court action, and subsequent findings
that public school desegregation had made major progress only after Title
VI threatened the loss of federal funds.

As filed by the NAACP Legal Defense Fund in October 1970, Adams v.
Richardson differed markedly from earlier suits to desegregate higher ed-
ucation::
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Plaintiffs were not qualified black applicants seeking admission I
state-supported institutions of higher education but were citizens an
students from several states..

Defendant was not a single state university, but the federal Di
partment of Health. Education, and Welfare.

The relief requested was not admission to a specific school but ei
forcement by federal officials"of Title VI and "action to discontinu
Federal financial assistance to all public colleges and universities prm
tieing racial segregation or discrimination" (Haynes 1978. p. A-18).

Higher education issues were not defined separately but were state
in conjunction with the failure to enforce public school desegregatioi

Because the suit was framed in procedural terms, the lower court wa
able to rule in plair tiff's behalf on a motion for summary judgment withot
a full trial. Judge John H. Pratt found that between January 1%9 an
Febraury 1970, HEW had notified ten states that they were operatin
segregated systems of higher education in violation of Title VI and ha
requested state desegregation plans. Half of the ten, Louisiana, Mississipp
Oklahoma, North Carolina. and Florida, had ignored the request and sul
milted no plans. Arkansas, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Maryland, and Virgini
had submitted unacceptable plans. HEW had not commented on una4
ceptaltile plans or initiated administrative or judicial proceedings. Jude
Pratt's order of February 16, 1973, ordered HEW to commence enforcemer
proceedings within 120 days and to report on its-efforts at-intervals.

Defining Desegregation
Because of their emphasis on procedure, both the pleadings of the NAAC
Legal Defense Fund and Ridge Pratt's decision left undefined the sul
stantive meaning of desegregation in public higher education. Plaintiff
assumed that desegregation at the public school level and in higher et
ucation presented basically the same problems to which the same lega
standards applied. Ligal decisions and administrative guidelines for put
lic schools called_ for the elimination of racial identifiability in publi
edimation and the creation of "just schools." States were held to have a
affirmative duty to overcome the vestigial aspects of dual school system
based on race.

In its earliest stages, parties in the Adams litigation viewed the centra
problem to be remaining patterns of 'black and white enrollment in for
merly segregated states. Both HEW, in its initial findings, and the Legg
Defense Fund, in its allegations, cited- the continuing racial distributio
of students in black and white public colleges. In most formerly segregate
states, traditionally white colleges enrolled fewer than 10 Percent minorit
students, and historically black public colleges enrolled even smaller prc
portions of white students (Egerton 1969). This perspective dealt wit:
enrollment patternc and statistics in gross terms. No data showed th
numbers of blacks applying to white schools or whites applying to blac
schools or the respective ratio of acceptances or rejections.
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In this view, the continued existence of public black colleges appeared
to be part of the problem. Following the pattern of public school deseg-
regation suits, equality of educational opportunity was gauged by the
extent to which black students were able to enroll in majority white in-
stitutions. Neither HEW nor the Legal Defense Fund considered the eco-
nomic and social considerations that continued to draw black students to
black college's or regarded black colleges as an important component in
state systems of higher education.

Although the legal status and educational role of historically black
colleges did not take center stage untij late in the Adams case, the issues
were of long-standing importance. Educational and philanthropic groups
had documepted the extent to which black colleges had trainki/J generations
of graduates with meager funds and scant state support (McGrath 1965;
Carnegie Commission 1971; Southern Education Foundation 1972). Just
as HEW and the Legal Defense Fund called for the elimination of racial
identifiability in higher education, the wave of the black-power movement
on campuses made institutions run by and for black people newly relevant
(LeMelle and LeMelle 1969; "The Future" 1971).

Integration, which once had been viewed as the chief means of im-
proving the educational opportunity of black students, increasingly was
regarded as a threat to black colleges,and to the stucen&s they traditionally
served (Egerton 1971; Beyond Desegregation 1978). The particular concern
of black colleges-entered the Adams case initially through the deposition
of Elias Blake, Jr, (1971) and later through an amicus brief submitted to
the appellate court by the National Association for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education (NAFEO), representing the presidents of the nation's
historical and newer predominantly black colleges (Haynes 1978). Blake
provided substantive guidance for appraising state higher education de-
segregation plans. He presented a strong case for the continued role of
black public colleges, stressing the diverse nature of institutional roles
required to meet diverse student needs. He made clear that desegregation
in higher education required more than shifting the racial composition
of enrollment on college campuses. He warned that unless a state could
shot i that its plan would increase both the number and proportion of
blacks throughout the system, "then you run the risk of desegregating. a._
system and at the same time possibly diminishing the number of places
in the system that are now for blacks" (Blake 1971, p., 90).

Like Blake, NAFEO argued that the racial identity of institutions was
not the problem but rather &symptom of the more fundamental question
of access. Black colleges endured because they provided access to higher
education for students who might not have attended college at all, either
because of poor academic preparation or economic obstacles. NAFEO's
brief (Haynes 1978) went beyond statistics to the substance of the edu-
cational process, arguing that the demonstrated success of black colleges
in serving the educational needs of black students should not be sacrificed
to the unproved advantages of integration.

The opinion by the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit
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issued in June 1973 set the legal standard for desegregating higher edu.
sit non 1480 F.2d 1159 D.C.( Cir. 19731). The Court called on HEW to proceed
with efforts to enforce Title VI in higher education but also recognized the
federal government's inexperience in the area and the newly- apparent
complexity of the problem. Two of its concerns, which particularly affected
black colleges and minority access, were later singled out by Blake as the
decision's most lasting contributions (J. Smith 1981):

The need for statewide planning to provide more and better trained
minority group doctors, lawyers, engineers, and other professionals.

The need for a viable coordinated statewide higher education policy
that takes into accountlhe special problem of minority students and
of black colleges

By incorporating the concerns of NAFEO in its decision the Court ac-
knowledged the complexity of the concept of access, the continued im-
portance of black colleges, and the crucial role of statewide planning in
increasing the numbers and proportion of black students at all levels.

Inipkmenting Change
The desegregation plans received by HEW in November 1973 were largely
unacceptable because of their lack of detail and their failure to gauge-the
impact on desegregation of the actions they proposed. Since then, the
criteria for acceptable state plans have become increasingly specific; at
the same time the definition of desegregation has become increasingly
broad. This pattern parallels that of the concept of minority access to
higher education itself which, as we have seen, has expanded to include
new groups and concerns while it has become more particu.ar in its meas-
ures of succors

In 1974, shortly before the so-called Adams states were expected to
submit further revisions, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund submitted an
implementation memo to HEW suggesting components of acceptable state
plans. Many of these mirrored goals and techniques already proposed or
adopted for increasing minority enrollments generally. Among them were:

r
Establishing the goal of approximate proportional representation of

minorities at every level throughout a system of higher education,
including governing boards and administrative personnel and staff,
reflecting the diversity of the state's racial and cultural groups.

Specifying measures, including modified admissions criteria, re-
cruitment efforts, and compensatory programs to increase the number
of black students entering and graduating from formerly white schools.

Enhancing historically black colleges by program development and
increased funding. \\ ,

HEW responded to the 1974 state plans with requests for additional
modifications, which were to include:
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Conducting comparative analyses of resources at state colleges, both
black and white, including facilities, per capita expenditures, student
aid, library holdings, faculty quality, programs, and degree offerings.
IP Stating the institutional role of each institution in non-racial terms,'
with black schools assigned roles comparable to other institutions.

Developing formats to eliminate unnecessary duplication of courses,
programs, and degrees between proximate black and white colleges.

These requirements were remarkably similar to the recommendations of
the Commission oh Higher Educational Opportunity in the South, devel-
oped with a concern for educational improvement rather than desegre-
gation (1967).

Although states were called upon to take a variety of steps to increase
white enrollment at predominantly black schools and black enroliMent
at predominantly white schodls, it was not clear what measures actually
would succeed. Academic traditionalism coupled with historic yacial sep-
aration combined to make demands for rapid progress in the first years
of state plans unrealistic. The plans approved by HEW in ;Mile 1974 were
criticized for their inadequacies (Egerton 1974). The lack of uniform, well -
publicized standards, the backroom negotiations between individual states
and HEW officiali, the enormous bulk of the planS themselves, and the
lack of uniformity in their formats made it almost impossible to evaluate
or compare the plans (Mohr 1976, pp. 27-69)."Responding to p4rticular
state needs, the 1974 plans shared a number- of similar approaches:

Recruitment of "other race" students by improved financial aid,
more congenial campus environments, and modified admissions re-
quirements.

Retention efforts such as remedial programs and better counseling.
Efforts to eliminate program and degree duplication, but usually

limited to studies of the problem rather than commitments to take
action.

Promises to upgrade historically black colleges, but without com-
mitments to place important new programs on black campuses.

Although the whole process of desegregation inhigher education proved
infinitely more complex than plaintiffs, courts, educators, and state and
federal officials envisioned, the Legal Defense Fund returned to court in
August 1975 demanding further relief (Haynes 1978). It charged that plans
accepted in 1974 fell short on every criterion, including modified admis-
sions requirements to increase black enrollment at prestigious white uni-
versities, reassignment of staff to increase black faculty on white campuses,
elimination of program duplication at neighboring institutions, the inclu-
sion of blacks on governing boards, and the enhancement of black insti-
tutions. Judge Pratt took no action in the p'aintiff's Motion for Further
Relief until January 1977 when the Legal Defense Fund submitted a dep-
osition by Martin Gerry, outgoing head of the Office for Civil Rights.
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Gerry's testimony made clear that OCR's efforts to enforce Title VI it
higher education were hampered by-a lack of detailed, uniformly appli.
cable guidelines. As a result, Judge Pratt ordered HEW to prepare final
criteria specifying the ingredients of an acceptable higher education de
segregation plan by July 1977 (Haynes 1978).

As developed by OCR in consultation with educators, civil rights groups,
and state officials, the Amended Criteria require both direct efforts-tc
increase the number and proportion of minority students and institutional
changes to affect indirectly student access. Among the criteria for deseg-
regation of student enrollment are:

Adopting the goal that equal proportions of white and black high
school seniors would enter undergraduate schools.

Adopting the goal that equal proportions of white and blaCk college
graduates would enter graduate and professional training.

Adopting measures to reduce the disparity between the proportion
of white and black students graduating at each level.,

Adopting measures to reduce the disparity between the proportion
of white and black students in four-year colleges and upper-division
courses (U.S. Office for Civil Rights L978).

The criteria mentioned reviewing, monitoring, or revising procedures for
student recruitment and admissions, compensatory instruction, counsel-
ing, ind financial aid.

Formulations for increased white enrollment on black campuses were
delayed to increase the total number of black students in higher education
and to strenghten traditionally black colleges by the location new pro-
grams and the elimination of program duplication.

HEW opposed using quotas or lowering academic standards in order
to meet enrollment or retention goals. It recommenced instead the use of
innovative methods to discover talepted students, broadened definitions
of potential, and considerations of early disadvantage in the development
of academic skill!.

The sections of the Amended Criteria calling for commitments to dis-
establish the structure of dual systems of higher education represented an
institutional approach with uncertain prospects for student access. The
overall goal was defined as operating institutionand systems of higher
education in such a way as to ensure that students would be attracted to
a school on the basis of its educational programs and opportunities un-
inhibited by past practices of segregation (U.S, Office for Civil Rights
1978). Black public colleges and universities were most affected by these
requirements:

Defining the mission of each state institution in terms of function,
including the level of instruction, the range and scope of degree pro-
grams, the geographic area served, and the projected size.

Strengthening the role of traditionally black colleges by commit-
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merits to upgrade there resources, faculty, programs,and facilities until
comparable to traditionally white schosis with similar 'missions.

Giving priority to traditionally blaclecolleges as the site for new
undergraduate. graduate, and professional programs, consistent with
their mission.

Taking action to eliminate unnecessary program duplication among
traditionally black and white colleges in_the same service area.

The question of unnecessary program duplication constitutes one of
the great unresolved issues in the desegregation of higher education. Be-
yond agreement that certain undergraduate subjects constitute a core
curriculum basic to any institution, there is little consensus as to the
meaning of either "unnecessary" or "duplication." Experience in at least
one state seems to show that the tocatiun.of unduplicated program does
not influence student choice (Maryland State Board 1977). On the other
hand, locating the new state school of architecture at Florida A. & M.
University seemed to attract White students to that historically black cam-
pus and to eat-ease the number of black students in lie field of architecture.

Even more difficult are the problems posed when neighboring black
and white collegks conduct overlapping programs. The merger of Ten-
nessee State University and the University of Tennessee at Nashville (Ivey
1980) provides one model for eliminating duplication between neighboring
lack and white institutions. The transfer of education and businesi pro-

grams between Savannah State and Albany State in Georgia illustrates
a less drastic alternative. In that case, however, black plaintiffs have filed
suit seeking a merger of white Albanj, State into historically black Sa-
vannah State. Institutional cooperation, including cross-registration, pro-
vides a third model in effect in the Norfolk area between Norfolk State
and Old, Dominion University (Godard 1980). The question of program
duplication between black and white institutions is central to the suit by
North Carolina' against efforts by the federal government to cut off federal
aid for failisre to comply with desegregation guidelines.

Although the Amended Criteria provided the most explicit guidelines
for desegregation in public higher education, their effectiveness depended
on often uncontrolled factors and a changing cast of characters, particu-
larly at the. federal level. The extent to which either directmeasures to
increase the numbers and proportion pi minority students or institutional
changes succeeded in expanding educational opportunities remained sub-

° ject to economic conditions and political currents affecting all higher
education.

Limiting Factors
From the late 1960s, fragmentation has hampered efforts by the federal

government to press for further desegregation. Only ten states were orig-y
'State of North Carolina v. U.S. Department of Health, Edurati,.:f Welfare. No.

79-217-CIV-S (ED. N.C. June 8, 1979). /
7
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inallv cued lor being in x 'alai ion ul Title VI although other soutlwrn state
maintained higheedutation systems that also were do Wed along racta
Tines, As the Adam, litigation progressed. even those ten states were han
died differently Mississippi and Louisiana; which failed to submit sates
factory plans early in the process, are being sued separately bs the Jiistici
Departrnent. Min land sued HEW over a procedural question; Pc:nnsyl
vania is said to negotiating a separate settlement. North.Carolina balker

'oser the issue of unnecessary program duplication and is now the subjec
of an administrative fact-finding hearing Florida. Georgia, Oklaho-ma
Arkansas. and Virginia are operating under approved plans. As reported
however, enrollment drops among black students in these states threatener
the attainment ul their desegregation goals (Middleton. Jan 21,, 1980)
Ironically, states that had proceeded furthest in the desegregation prows!
also were in greater danger of falling short.

On December 17, 1980, Judge Pratt signed a consent order in the Adam.
case requiring the Department of Education to complete seven pending
compliance investigations by January 15, 1981 (Institute for Services it
Education 1981), The ' ',dings (or West Virginia and Missouri indicates
that substantial sold( had been made; these states must increase effort'
to recruit black students and faculty to major white campuses. The Offici
for Civil Rights requested statewide desegregation plans, within 90 days
from Alabama, South Carolina. Delaware, and Kentucky and announcer
the provisional acceptance of a plan submitted by Texas, Findings or
compliance efforts in Ohio are due by April 15, 1981. Wider the terms al
the consent order, the Office fur Civil Rights has 30 days to comment or
proposed state higher education desegregation plans,

The negotiations leading up to the consent order folfowed the 198(
presidential election: The change of administrations has added an element
of uncertainty to the process. The incoming Secretary of Education, Terre!
Bell, promised a shift in desegregation policy. In an address to the Amer
ican Association of State Colleges and Universities in March 1981, Bell
hinted at easing deadlines for compliance and returning to negotiations
(Brown 1981).

Funding is another far: tor of crucial importance to desegregation efforts,
particularly to the upgrading of historically black colleges. As discussed
in the chapter on student concerns, minority students received a share
that was less than expected of federal student aid. Similarly, historically
black colleges received a diminishing proportion of funds allocated under
Title III of the Higher Education Act of 1965 for clevelopineinsatutions
Although the legislative history of the aci shows that black collegeswere
the intended recipients., nett community collekes have claimed a griming
share ( NACBHE 1979b, p. 63). The National Advisory Committee on Black
Higher Education and Black Colleges and Universities hassecomrnended
that Tilde III be made specifically applicable to historically black colleges
(NACBHE 1979a,, p 63). Olivas has suggested that Congress require sep-
arate administration of Title IH funds to two-year and black colleges or
transfer development of two-veyr colleges from Title Ill to Title X "Es-
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.
tablishment and Expanston of Community Colleges,- of the Higher Ed-
ucation Act of 1965. (Olivas 1979, pp. 172-73).

Severgl wellpublicizOd incidents involving Title III recently have called
the appropriation into question, but a study of black college presidents
reveals that recipient institutions considered the funds"crucial for program

,and faculty development (Fincher 1980).
At the state-Ire, desegregation efforts are subject to changing eco-

nomic fortunes and political commitments. The criteria did not specify
fund allocation requirements or mandate that new programs be located
on traditionally black campuses. In an era of retrenchment in higher ed-
ucation generally, large allocations for desegregation are increasingly un-
likely. The development of missions and facilities at blacR colleges com-
parable to white institutions wogld require disproportionate allocations

.of funds for that purpose, and no state has proposed upgrading a black
college to the level of "flagship i i 'on" (Haynes 1980). Instead, most
recent state appropriation figur s show the increases for black colleges in
formerly segregated states are falling 'nd increases for white institu-
tions and for the statewide average as a w le (NASULGC 1980).

Commitment is the third major unknown quantity affecting overall
desegregation goals. Of historic concern is the degree to which federal
agencies have ignored black colleges as recipients of funding (Institute for
Services to Education 1978; Southern Education Foundation 1972). This
problem has been of particular concern to the National Association for
Equal Opportunity in Higher Education, which has lobbied for increased
support for research and development projects at historically black col-
leges. Some progress ha& been made at the federal level. In 1977, the Food
and Agriculture Act required that black land-grant colleges be included
in the mainstream of state experiment' station and cooperative extension
work. If and-grant functions are removed from black colleges to eliminate
unnecessary duplication, the intent of this act may be reformed (Haynes
1980).

The Carter administration proved generally supportive of black college
concerns with a memorandum in 1979 (Middleton, an. 22, 1979) and an
Executive Order in 1980 (E.O. 12232) to foster increased federal funding.
Under the Executive Order, executive agencies are to set goals to increase
the participation of black colleges and universities in federal programs,
eliminate unintended and procedural barriers, and designate liaison of-
ficers to work with the secretary of education in implementing the order,
The timing of the order, at the end of Carter's term, and the failure to place
implementation efforts in the Office of Management and Budget closer to
funding decisions are seen as limitations on the order's effectVeness. Anal-
ysis of the impact of administration support shows only-small gains (Mid-
dleton, April 14, 1980, p II; U.S. Office of Education 1980). The Reagan
administration has pledged support for black, colleges, but across-the-
board cuts in higher education may undermine recent progress.

Unresolved issues continue to hamper efforts to increase minority ac-
cess to higher education. One of the most fundamental is the extent to
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which cultural diversity is recognized as a positive factor in the education
experience of all students. Federal government policies have not bei
consistent. The central legal thrust of desegregation in public higher e
ucation has been the elimination of racial identifiability in formerly se
regated white and black state colleges and universities. States must cor
mit themselves to enhancing historically black institutions, but as vet
standard of white enrollment has been set to determine when a blai
college is "desegregated." The proceedings on Black College Day, Septer
ber 29, 1980. demonstrated the extent to which black educators and st
dents continue to perceive desegregation as a threat (Paul 1980b). In fa
1980, faculty, students, and alumni of Cheyney State College, the nation
oldest historically black college, filed suit to compel Pennsylvania and tl
U S. Department of Education to develop and implement a statewii
desegregation plan in accordance with OCR's Revised Criteria (U.S. Offii
for Civil Rights 1978). Plaintiffs sought a commitment by the state
remedy past inequities that have made Cheyney unequal in facilities ar
academic programs to other state colleges ( "Cheyney Faculty" 1980; Rai
dolph 1980; Paul 1980a)..

On the other hand.. the federal government has encouraged bilingu,
education to foster the cultural expression and educational opportunitil
of Hispanic students and the establishment of community colleges to seri
name Americans. The 'Indian Sell-Determination and Education Assi
tance Act of 1975 (P L 94-482) and the Tribally Controlled Communi
College Assistance Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-471) specifically provide for con
munity colleges responsive to the particular educational needs of !mill
Americans In the context of desegregation, however,, this principle do
not necessari Is apply . The appointment of a white man to serve as preside]
of Pembroke State College. founded for Indians in North Carolina, and tt
failure of the 'State to .provide enhancement funds were challenged I
Indians who sought to preserve the school's cultural heritage (Middletoi
Aug tt. 1979)
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Summary and Conclusions

The concept of access has broadened and deepened as educators and policy
makers have experienced the complexities involved in increasing the par-
ticipation of minorities at all levels of higher education. To the long-stand-
ing concerns of black Arneneans have been added the problems of other
ethnic and-minority groups. particularly Hispanics. but also native Amer-
icans and women. To the original concentration on admission to higher
education have been added the questions of secondary school preparation,
college retention, and placement in graduate or professional schools

The measure of success in achieving greater minority participation in
higher education has become increasingly detailed as the concept has

-become increasingly multi-faceted. Gross enrollment statistics are no longer

a sufficient indicator of access trends. Breakdowns by time period. type
of institution, and field of study reveal areas of stagnation and decline.
Figures for the past decade and a half demonstrate both large numerical
gains and proportional gains fur blacks and for Hispanics in particular,
The movement for greater black enrollment started earlier and has slowed ,
somewhat, and Hispanic enrollment started later, from a smaller numer-
ical base, and has continued notable proportional advances.

The danger of competition is inherent in expanding the groups and
issues included within the concept of access. This concern is reflected in
the extent to which intended reform measures miss their mark: the de-
clining participation of minority students in federal assistance programs
and the declining proportion of Title III funds channeled to minority in-
stitutions are two noteworthy examples of this. In order to minimize the
adverse effects of ethnic or minority rivalry, it is necessary to differentiate
areas of shared concerns and problems unique to particular minority
groups and to distinguish between measures of general value to increasing
minority participation and measures of specific value to the needs of spe-
cific groups.

Areas of shared concern span the range access issues - In particular,
minority groups, especially blacks and panics, suffer from inadequate
secondary school preparation and e mg and from economic and psy-

s
chometric barriers. They are disproportion iately overrepresented in two-
year institutions and underrepresented in four-year colleges and graduate
and professional schools. They are more likely found enrolled part-time
and in public institutions. Minority students from low socioeconfric levels
are more likely to drop out before graduation. Although the patterns are
somewhat different, black and Hispanic students are both underrepre-
sented in scientific and tecl}nicat-fields and in courses that lead to the
most remunerative positions. Because affirmative action programs for
faculty hiring have failed to put large numbers of black and Hispanic
faculty members on campus, minority students share problems of ad-
justing to unfamiliar and unsympathetic academic environments. Lastly,
although the rates of short-run progress may vary, all minority groups are
subject to the vagaries of political and economic change.
. Problems of particular concern to individual minority groups spring
from historical and cultural differences. The continued importance of tra-
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dioonall% black public and pr.'. ate °lieges relict ts then Itng histon
senile training edut at ional I% and et'onomit all% disad% antavd blat k stt
dents The epansion ol opportunities for black students at traditional%
white °lieges has not., until retentl% . threatened minors t% emu!' ment
black olleges The own ontentration of black students in education an
liberal arts worse. also et a legat historkalk limited occupatim
thoices for educated blat ks At the undergraduate le% el these patterns ar
hanging. with more students enrolled in business and tn. hnital course!

Comparable t hanges ha% e not %et reached the graduate lecel
The part it ulai urn erns of Hispanic students are of more retent (own

The fi 'spank tolimunn% which is now growing rapidl% lacks the insti
tutional presence in higher education. that black colleges procide to th
black ommunn% Alm) Ilisramc students late a language barrier that
not shared with blat. k students. although it is an issue for the grow in
numbers of refugees from Southeast Asia.

Measures of general applk I t% to mu-easing minor' t% punk 'patio
must be identified in educators and pol % makers Among those onsid
ern' here are

Better definitions of educational opportunik . entompa.ssing the rang
of access issues

More precise and accurate measures of minion% enrollment to pin
pion' enure quit kl% areas of underrepresen tat ion and stagnation.

More spet ilk art kulat ((((( of institutional role and mission in term
set program uttering,. target student groups, and geographical areas u
%en to:

Dr% eloprik.nt of al ternat ice admissions triteria that consider ail
strengths brought to higher education bs minim% students.

Inclusion of retention efforts in the mainstream of academic func
lions with snore status and funding

Measures of pal titular appl icabi I t % to specific mi non t % group concen
must relicts a +ensue% its to an institution's own makeup and inst tut lona
role Such measures netessank ipresuppose an internal ...stem of dat:
gathering to indic -ate trends in enrollment and to pro% ide early warninf
of retention problems Additional steps include

Recruitment of !awl'. and professional stall trained in teaching of
°tinseling pi ork prepared students and sensitise to d 'terse minoriti

group needs
De%t.lupmrnt of campus services responsive to the linguistic ant

u I tural traditions 01 mi non t% students

in their ellorts to upgrade academic standards. 'radii ionalk Wad
institutions must exert Ise caution in using standardized test scores lest
the screen out the see students the% were founded to sent. Similarly
two-war toilettes must retogmze their priman responsibilit% to full -time
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students and work with upper-levael institutions to facilitate the transfer
of students who wish to continue. In both cases, planning, with particular
concern for minority enrollment, is essential,

In either case, it is crucial that educators and policy makers try to
ignite in advance the impact of appropriations on minority student en-
rollment and minority institutional development. If minorities are the
intended beneficiary of a policy change or an increased appropriation,
experience indicates that the measure be drawn as specifically as possible..
The unanticipated consequences of the Adams suit, which threatened black
colleges and the educational opportunities they represented, the unex-
pected flow of Title III funds to two-year colleges rather than to black
colleges, the reduced participation of minority students in legal and med-
ical education, all suggest that measures to increase minority access must
be specific, well defined, and unremitting in order to ensure change and
measure its impact.
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